ITAP 2022
Post Show Results

More than 15,000 Attendees across 3 Days
276 Exhibitors from 20 Countries/Regions
12 Pavilions
12 Product Launches

TOP 10 International Attendees
1. Malaysia
2. Indonesia
3. India
4. Korea
5. Japan
6. China
7. Myanmar
8. United States Of America
9. Vietnam
10. The Philippines

TOP 10 Attending Sectors
1. Electrical & Electronics
2. Semiconductor
3. Additive Manufacturing
4. Machine Builder
5. Aerospace
6. Automotive
7. Oil & Gas
8. Logistics & Supply Chain management
9. Healthcare
10. Urban Solutions

ATTENDEES’ Job Profile

41% Managerial Level
35% C-Level
6% Junior Executive
3% Academia
15% Others

6 Immersive Experience Zones
Gateway to Industry 4.0 (Powered by TUV SUD)
Industrial Transformation Experience Zone (Powered by SP)
Additive Manufacturing Experience Showcase (Powered by NAMIC)
Digital Twin Experience (Powered by Beca)
Next Generation Logistics Experience Zone (Powered by LogiSYM)
Talent & Workforce Development Zone (Powered by A*STAR)

Over 1,000 facilitated business matchings
ITAP 2023 OVERVIEW
18 – 20 Oct 2023 | Singapore EXPO

Asia Pacific’s Leading Advanced Manufacturing Event

>18,000 Attendees
from more than 70 countries/regions, comprising >35 C-L evels

3 Days of physical event | 2 Halls | 20 Product Launches

*The number of attendees & exhibitors are forecasts. Actual numbers at the event may vary

Key Content Pillars

**Sustainability**
Minimise negative environmental impacts, conserve energy and natural resources, through economically-sound processes

**Supply Chain Resilience**
Optimise inventory levels and mitigate supply chain disruptions for uninterrupted business operations through advanced analytics and IoT

**Optimising Manufacturing Efficiency**
Streamline manufacturing processes to increase efficiency and lower costs through integration of technologies

Exhibit Profiles

- Additive Manufacturing
- Digitalisation
- Green Factory
- Industrial Automation
- Intelligent Machine Tools & Engineered Parts
- Smart Logistics & Supply Chain

Physical Showcase starts from S$8,400

Sample of 12sqm shell scheme booth

Unlock your potential by showcasing your latest technology and innovation while networking and collaborating with industry experts

| Premium Raw Space (min. 36 sqm) | SGD 715 / sqm |
| Raw space (min. 48 sqm) | SGD 600 / sqm |
| Shell Scheme (12/24/36 sqm) | SGD 700 / sqm |

*Optional Double Storey Booth 25 Discount of the current rate per sqm (applicable to the 2nd Storey SQM ONLY)*

*Price will change from 1 May 2023.*

An Event Of

International Partner

constellar Deutsche Messe

SCAN HERE TO FIND OUT MORE OR CONTACT:
sales.itap@constellar.co
www.industrial-transformation.com